
 

YEAR 4 DAILY TASK 56 – COPY AND COMPLETE THE TASKS IN YOUR HOME BOOKS. 

Maths  Divide 3 digit by 1-digit number https://vimeo.com/413668726 
 

Reading - The Cat in the Witch’s Woods  
Once upon a time, there was a girl and her wicked stepmother. The stepmother dreamt 

of nothing but how she could get rid of her stepdaughter. One day, an evil idea came into 

her head and she sent the girl out into the great, gloomy wood where a wicked witch 

lived. After months of misery, the girl stumbled across a grey cat in the bleak woods. 

“How can I escape the witch?” she asked the cat. He gave her two items. “Throw this 

handkerchief on the ground and run as fast as you can,” he said. “Wherever it touches 

the ground, a deep, broad river will appear. If the witch manages to get across it, throw 

this comb behind you and run for your life. Wherever the comb falls, a dense forest will 

grow and trap the witch forever.” 

Quick Questions 

1. Which two objects did the cat 

give to the girl? 

2. Find and copy two adjectives 

which describe the Witch’s woods. 

3. Why do you think that the girl 

experienced ‘months of misery’? 

4. What do you think the girl did 

next? 
 

Writing – Spellings and definition.  
Learn theses spellings and get someone to test you.  

 
Topic – Marine Art  
 Task – Create collage of a marine scene.   
Animals have been a source of inspiration for many artists. From art about rural life and growth. Art can help us explore our relationship to 
wildlife and can help us think about how we care for animals and the environment. Here are some questions to think about. 

 What colours are associated with sea life? Why do you think that is? How do you want your art to make people feel? 

    

 

https://vimeo.com/413668726

